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Letter from our CEO

Dear Vyvo Community,

In this issue one of vLife Magazine, I am excited to share insights into the 
transformative journey Vyvo is embarking on.

Our brand is evolving to streamline and elevate our communication. Vyvo 
stands as our unified brand, embodying our mission of technological innovation 
and community empowerment. Furthermore, we are thrilled to announce the 
introduction of Vyvo SocialFi, which will serve as the comprehensive umbrella 
for everything related to our community and business opportunities. Vyvo 
SocialFi will become the new home for the Vyvo Generation, encapsulating 
our vision for a connected and empowered community.

Our workshops in Japan and in Taiwan are a testament to our commitment to 
adapt, thrive, and learn together, representing a new approach to collective 
growth and success.

As we transition under the Vyvo brand, with the enhanced support of Vyvo 
SocialFi, our focus remains steadfast on delivering excellence and innovation 
across all platforms and products. This strategic consolidation aims to improve 
clarity and cohesion within our community and the broader market.

Finally, I want to express my gratitude for your continuous support and 
dedication to our shared vision! Throughout our journey together, we have 
witnessed many remarkable events, but the one from the latest months is 
truly unbelievable. In fact, we have uncovered a worldwide giant that is now 
aware of us and, frankly, intimidated by the innovative strides we are making. 
This recognition not only flatters us but also reinforces our pride in leading 
the charge towards a monumental shift in the digital epoch from Web 2.0 to 
Web3. Our achievements thus far are just the beginning. With your continued 
support, there’s no doubt that we will realize our ambitious objectives.

Let’s collectively embrace this new chapter of growth and learning.

Warmest regards,

Alessandro Senatore
Alessandro Senatore 
CEO, Vyvo SocialFi
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Vyvo SocialFi

Vyvo SocialFi 
Uniting Technology  
and Community for  
a Brighter Future 
Wearable devices, blockchain, mining, NFTs, biodata, 
SocialHub Consoles … There’s a lot happening at Vyvo, 
a lot of concepts to be familiar with. The good news is, 
the Vyvo SocialFi program explains with clarity and detail 
all the ways you can earn from your connections, mining, 
transactions, and more. 

SocialFi is more than a program; it’s a paradigm shift that 
redefines engagement with technology. It transitions you 
from a mere customer to an Influencer, and from a passive 
user to a proactive Future Maker. It embodies the essence 
of Vyvo’s mission: to harness the collective power of  
individual contributions, propelling our global community 
toward a future where everyone is rewarded for their  
participation and influence.

You’re here to inspire, empower, and lead your audience, 
and SocialFi ensures you are rewarded for doing so in five 
distinct ways: 

Connection $USDV: Earn 10% from any purchase made 
by your Connections. 

Connection $VSC: Receive up to 25% of the total VSC 
produced by the Connections in your Hubs.

Community Pool $USDV: The entire community gen-
erates Hub Volumes that correspond to 100% of every 
product purchase and 50% of the NFT Stake purchase. 
With this reward, your Hubs’ epoch performance deter-
mines your share of the global Sharing Pool USDV.

Community Pool OdeePay: Whenever Members use a 
VyvoPay or OdeePay debit card, a small percentage is 
returned to the Community Hubs in the form of Hub Volume. 
Your contribution entitles you to a share of the global cash 
back in this pool.

Community Pool $VSC: A share of the daily earnings 
derived from global data mining activities, based on your 
Hubs’ performance.

But that’s just the financial rewards. You can also be re-
warded with Community Awards — our 
recognition ranks — the Grand Gala, 
Lifestyle Holiday, and Prestige Club. 

To review all the exciting elements of 
SocialFi, scan the QR code.
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Launching a New Chapter

Dear Vyvo Generation Community, 

As we unveil the much-anticipated Issue 1 of vLife Magazine, we step into 
a realm where each page celebrates you — the heartbeat of Vyvo. This 
edition is a testament to the vibrant dynamism and unity of our community, 
offering more than just insights; it’s a reflection of our collective journey  
and achievements.

vLife Magazine is where your inspiring stories, innovative ideas, and notable 
accomplishments come to life, emphasizing the significant impact of the 
Vyvo Generation across the globe. We delve into the essence of data  
decentralization, the symbiosis of wellness and financial rewards, and the 
transformative power of personal data insights. Through these narratives, 
we aim to bolster your confidence, foster a deeper sense of community, and 
inspire personal empowerment.

Our featured Ambassadors and Influencers stand as proof of what’s possible 
within our ecosystem — each story serves as a beacon of success, demon-
strating that the path to achievement is not a dream, but a tangible reality for all 
of us as Future Makers.

Issue 1 is not merely a publication; it’s a dialogue, a celebration, and a bridge 
connecting us all. It delves deep into the core of what Vyvo stands for:  
innovation, unity, and a forward-thinking spirit. I view this magazine as a vital 
platform for sharing, learning, and growing together.

I extend my heartfelt thanks to every one of you for your enthusiasm, support, 
and active participation. Along with our incredible and dedicated corporate 
team, together, we’ve created more than a magazine; we’ve marked a mile-
stone in our shared narrative.

So, immerse yourself in Issue 1, see your reflection in its stories, and embrace 
the practices that resonate with you. Let’s continue this remarkable journey 
together, with the knowledge that the best is yet to come.

With warmest regards,

Rina Chong
Rina Chong 
Vice President of Global Marketing,  
Vyvo SocialFi

Launching a New Chapter  
Welcome to vLife Magazine Issue 1!
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What originally inspired you to get involved with our community?

We became involved in this community because of its promising 
vision, unique business strategy, attractive market size and its 
timing, and the overall passion of founder Fabio Galdi.

Walk us through your journey and most rewarding milestones 
so far.

The path we have taken so far has actually not been smooth. 
We have been involved with Vyvo even before the blockchain 
technology became the foundation, and we have dedicated 
ourselves with all of our community members since 2017 to 
overcome many challenges we faced. We’ve made it this far 
without giving up, thanks to the company. Vyvo always makes 
its vision come true, driving us to move forward and beyond. We 
must also give thanks as well to all the community members who 
have believed in us and in the vision of the founders of the  
company who have come alongside, for which we feel truly 

grateful. What we find rewarding is whenever Fabio and the 
company introduce new technologies, new visions, and seeing 
people become part of the community as this vision and  
information spreads. When we see members become happier 
— smiling more, healthier than before — it is a rewarding  
experience for us.

What impact does our community rewards have on your 
initial level of interest?

We thought it was a very big opportunity. We feel that the 
system in which our wellness data can be turned into $VSC 
and community Members can earn rewards from their own 
data will become an essential part of the world we live in today. 

We are convinced that the reward system in which Members 
can receive long-term rewards from HealthFi, in addition to the 
immediate rewards from SocialFi, is an opportunity to enrich the 
lives of so many people.

Top Influencers

KAZUYA MARUYAMA  
MICHIHIRO KATAOKA
Ambassador Influencers 5 Star

Celebrating Our Top Influencers in Each Market
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Please note: The ranks featured in this magazine are updated as of April 1st, 2024

SETTING THE PACE
JAPAN’S TOP INFLUENCERS LEAD GLOBALLY
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Blockchain technology and this way of turning health data into 
rewards is what the world will need in the future. We are grateful 
that we could get involved with this project when we did.

What advice would you give to someone just starting,  
particularly about maximizing rewards?

Actively participating in the community is the key, and  
understanding how the rewards system works is essential. It is 
important to set your own goals and spread the word every day, 
in every opportunity, believing that you will achieve this goal. 
Never give up!

What about our community makes you most excited for the 
future?  

What excites us the most about the future is that we envision 
our community spreading around the globe, using blockchain 
technology and wellness data to enable people to enjoy richer, 
healthier lives. Furthermore, we are excited to further evolve with 
the company’s 2024 vision.

Is there anything else you would like our readers to know?

We are all part of a community that can change the world. Even 
if you don’t understand it now, we believe that everyone will 
eventually find out it’s true. Now is the time to start. Let’s move 
forward into the future together!

Share with our readers your excitement and thoughts about 
the data mining opportunity within our community. 

With previous businesses, even in the same system, some 
people were rewarded while others were not. However in this 
business, those who participate in the community will be  
rewarded for their own data, regardless of whether they tell 
others or not. Data mining is something that has rarely been 
considered in business structure until now. This is a wonderful 
and very unique system that allows every one of us in the  
community to enrich ourselves by taking care of our own health, 
and the fact that we were able to join this business before it 
became a world-wide phenomenon makes us feel that it has 
the high potential to be a successful business.

What motivates you each day to keep achieving at such a 
high level?

It is about believing in yourself and believing in the future as 
you move forward. At the core, this means believing in the  
vision, and putting trust in the Executives and Members of  
the community.  

How has being a part of the Vyvo community enriched both 
your personal and professional life?

Joining the community has changed both our personal and 
business lives. Before Vyvo, we lived time-constrained lives 
with jobs that left us with very little leisure time. But by being 
part of this community and making the effort to expand our 
community, we have been able to reap rewards and have more 
free time than ever before. 

What are some keys to the growth and success you’ve 
achieved?

Growth and success are about trusting what you believe in and 
continuing to do it without giving up, no matter what. We feel 
that if you don’t put full trust in yourself, you can never grow 
and succeed. There are many opportunities for growth and 
success out there in this world, and we were able to grow and 
succeed because we had the belief. We were able to achieve 
even greater success because we found this company and 
community, which is so needed in the world of the future. 

Please note: The ranks featured in this magazine are updated as of April 1st, 2024 7Spring 2024



What originally inspired you to get involved with our community?

Health data management, especially when combined with 
blockchain technology, has the potential to revolutionize 
healthcare by improving data security, transparency, and 
accessibility while also empowering individuals to take  
control of their health especially towards individual personalized 
food supplements.

What impact did the data mining opportunity in our commu-
nity have on your decision to get involved?

Overall, the combination of data mining opportunities, block-
chain technology, and personalized supplements has the 
potential to revolutionize healthcare by making it more secure, 
transparent, accessible, and personalized, ultimately improving 
individuals’ health and well-being. 

Share your story and the biggest moments along the way.

Vyvo has truly changed the way I approach my health. Through 
the HealthFi program, I found myself more motivated than ever 
to track my health metrics and contribute to valuable research 
initiatives. The rewards I earned through HealthFi served as a 
constant reminder of the importance of prioritizing my health.

How has the community, and its rewards, impacted you?

The Vyvo community has become a vibrant ecosystem of 
individuals united by a common goal: to take control of their 

health and contribute to advancements in healthcare. Through 
the platform’s innovative approach to health data management 
and the incentivization provided by the HealthFi program, the 
community has experienced a profound transformation.

How has being a part of this community enriched both your 
personal and professional life?

Being part of a community focused on health and wellness has 
heightened my awareness of my own well-being. It has inspired 
me to adopt healthier habits, such as regular exercise, mindful 
eating, and better sleep hygiene. Engaging with like-minded 
individuals within the Vyvo community has also fostered a 
sense of belonging and camaraderie. Sharing experiences, 
insights, and challenges with others who are on similar health 
journeys has been immensely rewarding and has helped me 
feel connected to something larger than myself.

What tips about earning rewards can you offer to newcomers?

Take advantage of the educational resources available within 
the Vyvo platform to learn more about health, wellness, and the 
benefits of data-driven approaches to healthcare. The more 
informed you are, the better equipped you’ll be to make  
meaningful contributions and earn rewards. 

Is there anything else you would like our readers to know?

Your participation in the Vyvo community has the power to make 
a real difference – not only in your own life but also in the lives 
of others. By sharing your health data, engaging with the platform, 
and contributing to research initiatives, you’re contributing to 
meaningful advancements in healthcare and shaping the future 
of wellness for generations to come.

JOHNNY CHIA 
SAMANTHER NG
Ambassador Influencers 5 StarGLO
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Top Influencers

TOP INFLUENCERS MALAYSIA
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What originally inspired you to get involved with our community?

When my son was hospitalised after a heart attack, he had a 
bad heart condition and was wearing a pacemaker. Then at 
that time, I was told Vyvo Watch can measure ECGs so I was 
very attracted and decided to get involved.

What impact did the data mining opportunity in our commu-
nity have on your decision to get involved?

I used to live in Vietnam, the economy was poor and many 
people had never been to a hospital. It was then I learned 
about social selling. I am convinced that inPersona is the 
ultimate business scheme. I feel that health, economy and 
social contribution are our mission and I believe it’s Fabio’s 
wish as well.

Share your story and the biggest moments along the way.

I joined in January 2017. Things were very difficult at the time, 
but no matter what happened I never gave up and kept trying. I 
travelled around the country and was mentally and physically 
exhausted. Then I met an elderly lady. She told me that she was 
able to go to the hospital before it’s too late because she had 
checked her physical condition regularly with the watch and 
survived from subarachnoid haemorrhage after all. At that 
moment, I realised how great this business was and decided to 
keep doing it until I succeeded.

How has the community, and its rewards, impacted you?

I have been deeply involved in this business and diligently and 
sincerely working for 7 years now. I believe this is a wonderful 
system that has rewarded my hard work and dedication. I have 
six ambassadors in my group now, including myself, and we 
have built the largest organisation in Japan. So the community 
rewards are a very big advantage for us all. I am also very grateful 
to all the leaders who have worked hard together.

How has being a part of this community enriched both your 
personal and professional life?

As a member of the community, I have been blessed with 
wonderful community members through the Vyvo business. 
I have never experienced such richness when we worked 
together to overcome difficult times. I have also been able to 
build amazing community members who have both of my 
professional and private relationships and friendships. We, 
as community members, build a healthy and economical 
social structure by expanding SocialFi and HealthFi. I am 
grateful to be a part of this community.

What tips about earning rewards can you offer to newcomers?

I hope that new members will expand the circle of the ultimate 
basic income and aim to contribute to health, economy, and 
society on their own, without relying on the government or 
government officials.

What about our community makes you most excited for  
the future?

As the world is entering into Web3, both corporate and asset 
building are changing dramatically. In the coming era, how much 
‘community’ we have is the key and it makes me most excited 
about the future because such businesses will survive and I am 
already part of this wonderful community.

Is there anything else you would like our readers to know?

The inPersona business model is the ultimate and ideal social 
business that will save the world. By expanding the inPersona 
business throughout the world, the continuous bio data provided 
by the equipped device will change the future and the medical 
and health care of our children and grandchildren’s generation 
as well as bring impact to those suffering from intractable 
diseases. Business that creates an equal society and health 
care without disparities on a global scale, inPersona has it all. 
My wish is to create a sustainable society, health and wellness, 
economic growth and social contribution.

SUSUMU IGARASHI
Ambassador Influencer 4 Star

TOP INFLUENCER JAPAN

Please note: The ranks featured in this magazine are updated as of April 1st, 2024 9Spring 2024



What led you to join the Vyvo community and what rewards 
have you enjoyed thus far?

About two years before I joined the Vyvo community in  
September 2018, a pharmacist I trusted gave me a video. By 
watching this video, which was about Vyvo, I felt the potential of 
this company, but due to the timing of my business at the time, 
I decided to wait and see. When I was asked to join again later, 
I was made aware of the potential of health big data beyond just 
wearables, and I intuitively felt that this would be a business like 
never before, and decided to join the community. In the past five 
years since I joined, the community has become more than 
20,000 members worldwide, I travelled by air more than 100 
times a year, by bullet train more than 100 times a year, and have 
had a fulfilling and abundant life and this still continues and grows.

What role did our data mining opportunity have on your 
decision to get involved?

The concept of data mining is completely different from the 
rewards that have existed until now. Mining rewards are received 
simply by wearing a wearable, and a system where demand 
exists for that anonymized bio data and most of all, you get paid 
for it. This is something that only blockchain technology can do, 
and I am so excited to be a part of Vyvo, the world’s first  
implementation of a heartbeat-based blockchain.

Share some highlights of your journey so far.

One of the community members, a man in his 60s, was checking 
his physical condition on his watch regularly and an alert was 
noted on the Heka App. When he consulted with me about this, 
I recommended that he go to see a doctor because his status 
up to a few days showed all the abnormalities. He went to see  
a doctor the next day and diagnosed it as atrial fibrillation, which 
is the same symptoms as the abnormality on the app. Such 
early detection led to catheterization and he is now doing well. 
This makes me realise how proud and honoured I am to have 
been involved in Vyvo and I am so happy that our simple daily 
activities with the watch have led us saving lives.

What tips would you give to someone just starting out?

I believe that you will gradually feel the potential of Vyvo and 
digital health once you dive deeper. The best way to get started 
is to talk about various episodes in your daily conversations, such 
as what was good and what you enjoyed after you became a 
community member.

What excites you the most about future rewards and  
advancements in our community?

We are in the midst of a major global transition of Web3. In this 
context, I feel that Vyvo, as the overwhelming pioneer in the 
digital health field, will take a large share of the trillion dollar 
market that is about to be created. This is an unprecedented 
opportunity that will bring ‘true wealth’ to many people around 
the world. And that is for everyone who believes in their future, 
regardless of their knowledge, skills, or career! I am truly happy 
every day to see, feel, and rejoice with our community members 
in the evolution of Vyvo, which will become a global standard.  
I am grateful to be a part of this ‘global revolution’ that is making 
so many people happy and healthy. 

HIROTARO TAKAHASHI
Ambassador Influencer 4 Star

LEADING INFLUENCER JAPAN

Top Influencers
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What originally inspired you to get involved with our community?

At the end of 2022, knowing that VSC Chain is ready to collect 
global health data through wearable devices, and together with 
participants, create value, I feel incredibly excited because we 
are about to lead more people into the world of Web3,  
welcoming one of the biggest trends of the next 20 years!

Walk us through your journey and most rewarding milestones 
so far.

Helping tens of countries, tens of thousands of people to open 
inPersona wallets, creating hundreds of Premier and four  
Ambassadors.

What impact does our community’s rewards have on your 
initial level of interest?

The reasonable value distribution and the platform’s huge vision 
make me willing to lead more people to change lives here together.

Share with our readers your excitement and thoughts for the 
data mining opportunity within our community?

This is the only platform in the world that can monetize data, and 
anyone who understands it will be very excited.

What motivates you each day to keep achieving at such a 
high level?

Just thinking about the platform’s great vision, I get excited to 
share it with many people. In the past, I created an MLM with 
an annual revenue of over a billion, so I combined my past 
experience with the allure of this huge trend, and achieved 
good results in a short time.

How has being a part of this community enriched both your 
personal and professional life? 

In the past, I had quite good experience in finance, health food 
industry, and traditional franchising. But this is a Web3 project, 
also one of the biggest trends of the future, something I’ve 
never experienced before, and I find it quite fascinating.

What are some keys to the growth and success you’ve 
achieved?

After entering this race, I read a lot of related knowledge, 
participated in Web3 industry seminars, made myself an expert, 
simplified the relevant professional knowledge, and copied it 
to community partners, creating a simple and replicable system. 

Therefore, in a short time, I extended to hundreds of Premier 
and four Ambassadors.

What advice would you give to someone just starting out, 
particularly about maximizing rewards?

Seriously understanding the major trends of Web3 and the 
content of the inPersona project, the clearer it becomes, the 
more confident I am, the more powerful the information  
transmitted will be, and the faster the community expansion will 
be. Learn from successful people: The project has already  
created many successful people in just one year. You can learn 
valuable experiences through courses.

What about our community makes you most excited for the 
future?

Through blockchain technology and the concept of decen-
tralization of Web3, everyone can reclaim ownership of their 
data, and those who participate in the operation can also 
reclaim true channel operating rights. This is something that 
was difficult to achieve in the past world but can now be 
achieved in inPersona.

Is there anything else you would like our readers to know?

We are really lucky, all the partners in the community, because 
we are now striving on the world’s biggest trend. Please don’t 
hesitate, bravely spread this amazing information. Many people 
need health monitoring, and this business opportunity, they are 
waiting for us, let’s cheer together!

WANG HUNG MING
CHEN CHIA LING
Ambassador Influencers 2 Star

TOP INFLUENCERS TAIWAN
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What motivates you each day to keep achieving at such a 
high level?

Being able to help more people every day by sharing a digital 
health ecosystem keeps me motivated and energized. Assisting 
others is the best business, and it fills me with energy every day.

How has being a part of this community enriched both your 
personal and professional life?

Trend — Everything is about innovation. Concept — Anticipate the 
future, enrich yourself, and expand your vision. Follow the company 
and change the world together with a global perspective.

What are some keys to the growth and success you’ve achieved?

I didn’t understand technology, but after I joined Vyvo and 
became a part of the community, I gained a completely new 
perspective and understanding, keeping up with the trend of 
wealth. I became a better person and clarified my life goals  
and missions.

What advice would you give to someone just starting out, 
particularly about maximizing rewards?

The first step for newcomers remove is to have a correct  
understanding of the new era’s trends! The company represents 
innovative technology, new thinking, and concepts. It’s essential 
to understand the company’s philosophy and beliefs seriously. 
Keep connected with the company to get the latest information 
and smoothly develop your business. Through the company’s 
unique blockchain technology, you can mine with your heartbeat, 
enriching your rewards and income. Become winners and  
create your own financial freedom life.

What about our community makes you most excited for the 
future?

The company’s core philosophy and values, digital health 
ecosystem, blockchain big data, and endless possibilities for 
the future make you economically independent and endlessly 
excited about the future, and also feeling happy!

Is there anything else you would like our readers to know?

A new trend is changing human lifestyles and consumption  
patterns, bringing immense wealth to the world. The company 
provides an opportunity for everyone to participate in the  
redistribution of wealth worldwide. It’s a priceless opportunity 
that you need to realize to achieve. Let’s motivate each other! 
Follow the company to change our lives and change the  
world together!

What originally inspired you to get involved with our community?

I believe in trends of AI and future development. I also recognized 
the innovative smart wearable devices from VYVO, which can 
help people manage their health and practice effective risk 
management.

Walk us through your journey and most rewarding milestones 
so far.

vGeneration continues to innovate, with technology constantly 
advancing and making strides in Web 3.0 blockchain  
applications. It can bring health and wealth to all humanity. We’ve 
moved from belief to trust, and now we have unwavering faith! 
Everything is just beginning, and I believe vGeneration will bring 
a wonderful future to humanity!

What impact does our community’s rewards have on your 
initial level of interest?

The community rewards program is the most innovative and 
unique diversified income opportunity globally. Earning from 
everyday life, even shopping transactions — it’s so exciting that 
we can do things that others can’t do.

Share with our readers your excitement and thoughts for the 
data mining opportunity within our community?

Get rewards through heartbeat 24 hours a day. The longer you 
live, the more you get. The powerful intelligent mining system 
is unique in the world.

LIN YU TI
Ambassador Influencer 1 Star

LEADING INFLUENCER TAIWAN

Top Influencers
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What originally inspired you to get involved with our community?

I learned about Vyvo quite by accident. While having coffee  
with a friend who is currently the VP of Market Expansion, Vyvo 
SocialFi Vietnam, she mentioned that her boss, Fabio Galdi,  
sent her a document about blockchain that sparked her interest.

Seeing this as an opportunity to leverage my experience in the 
field, I offered to help her understand the document better. After 
delving into the introductory materials about Vyvo, I became 
intrigued by the company’s mission and vision. I promptly reached 
out to discuss directly with Fabio, expressing my interest and 
seeking clarification on certain aspects of the project.

Following extensive online discussions with Fabio regarding 
Vyvo’s technology, strategy, and plans, I was deeply impressed. 
This led to Fabio inviting me to Bangkok for an in-person meeting  
to delve further into the project. Ultimately, I agreed to collaborate 
with Vyvo due to its alignment with my values and its pioneering 
vision in blockchain applications for health data mining—an 
endeavor I had long been seeking.

What impact did the data mining opportunity in our 
community have on your decision to get involved?

It helped me evaluate the overall vision of the project and the 
value   it brings to the Vyvo Smart Chain ecosystem. Personally, 
I have years of experience with blockchain and crypto. The 
application of blockchain to exploit health data adds unique 
value to the Vyvo Smart Chain ecosystem. I see the vast potential 
for this blockchain and $VSC which community Members can 
earn from their data ownership. Additionally, I also see great 
opportunities for community building with Vyvo’s SocialFi and 
HealthFi programs.

Share your story and the biggest moments along the way.

In the few short months after starting with Vyvo, the most  
important moments were the conversations with Fabio, and 
asking many, many questions. We understand each other better 
and he also helped me clearly understand the project. That was 
the result of me “tormenting” Fabio with so many questions. 
Perhaps no one has asked him as much as me.

How has the community, and its rewards, impacted you?

These things mean a lot to me. I love building a community and 
inspiring others. The SocialFi Reward program and other rewards 
give me the tools to satisfy my passion. I have earned many 
millions of dollars from previous businesses and have been 
retired for three years. Thanks to Vyvo’s project, I have the mo-
tivation to do something again and inspire the community.

How has being a part of this community enriched both your 
personal and professional life?

As mentioned above, being a member of the vGeneration com-
munity helps add energy and purpose in my life. Community 
building is an activity that provides opportunities and an environ-
ment for everyone to learn and develop themselves. I love that.

What tips about earning rewards can you offer to newcomers?

As a newcomer, the most important thing is to be consistent and 
focused to learn from your leaders. Take continuous action and 
overcome rejections. If you keep going, someone will definitely 
understand the value of the project and what you do. Go beyond 
your comfort zone and results will come.

What about our community makes you most excited for the 
future?

Vyvo is not only a business that can generate a large income 
stream. Vyvo also gives you the potential for explosive growth 
from the $VSC you accumulate. Things don’t stop there, as  Vyvo 
also has many opportunities and sources of income for you. 
Build once and enjoy lasting results. It’s worth putting all your 
effort and focus into it!

Is there anything else you would like our readers to know?

In terms of building a business system or even in terms of finance, 
Vyvo brings you great potential. If you are a blockchain and 
crypto lover, $VSC is a great option for you to consider adding 
to your investment portfolio. The uptrend season of the crypto 
market is approaching, $VSC can absolutely be an option that 
brings you a lot of profit potential, so carefully research Vyvo 
Smart Chain’s ecosystem and don’t miss your opportunity.

LE HOAN
Ambassador Influencer 1 Star

TOP INFLUENCER VIETNAM
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Empower Your Health

Empower Your Health, 
Earn Your Future  
Take part in the Vyvo 
Revolution
Mining and staking Vyvo Smart Chain (VSC) tokens 
offer a cutting-edge pathway to democratized and    
user-driven health data management. Within Vyvo’s 
ecosystem, participants are not just passive data             
providers; they are active contributors to a broader health 
revolution, empowered to gain insights, enhance            
medical research, and earn rewards, all while their             
privacy and data ownership are safeguarded.

Central to Vyvo’s innovation is the Vyvo Smart Chain, a 
bespoke blockchain infrastructure crafted to anchor the 
world’s pioneering decentralized digital health platform. 
By engaging with Vyvo’s advanced wearable and IoT 
sensor-enabled devices, users embark on mining VSC 
tokens. The heart of this process is “Proof-of-Sensing,” 
a mechanism that validates, encrypts, and securely 
stores health and wellness data on the blockchain, thus 
ensuring users’ unfettered ownership and control over 
their personal information.

Whether you’re drawn to the potential of personal health 
empowerment, intrigued by the application of blockchain 
technology in new domains, or eager to explore                       
innovative data monetization avenues, Vyvo stands as 
your gateway to making a tangible impact.

This movement is what you’re a part of! It’s a vastly 
unique venture, unlike anything else around the globe. 
From mining and staking VSC tokens today, you’re        
stepping into a world where your health data does more 
than just inform you—it rewards you. 
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Ambassador Influencers

Shaping the Future  
Ambassador Influencer Spotlight

Ambassador Influencers have reached the highest rank category through their tireless leadership  
and acting on their clear vision amplified by the opportunities Vyvo offers. Their impact transcends  

borders, and their example of commitment and achievement are an inspiration to all.

MAKIKO SOEJIMA   
AKIHIRO INOUE
Ambassador Influencers  
2 Star 

The community has had a lot of positive impact on our life and 
business. We are so grateful for the many community members 
we have met through Vyvo, people with similar values and for 
the smiles we see in their faces truly makes us happy. We would 
love to continue to value the real community that has strong 
bonds of friendship and expand our community even more.

YOSHIE KOMAMI
Ambassador Influencer  
2 Star 

I have been with Vyvo for eight years now. As Vyvo continues 
to grow, the way we work is also changing rapidly. By expand-
ing the Vyvo community, I realize how much I am contributing 
to our health, economy and society. I would love to continue 
to share this wonderful Vyvo community circle with more 
people.

JAPAN 

JAPAN 
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YUKIKO TAMURA
Ambassador Influencer  
2 Star 

The best joy of my life ever is that my life has been enriched by 
meeting Vyvo, Fabio, and all the management team.

This is truly my best treasure. Also I am very happy to have 
wonderful members as well. Vyvo has let me to learn every 
day, evolve myself and increase knowledge which I am really 
grateful for.

CHIHO YAMASHITA
Ambassador Influencer  
1 Star 

It was a great turning point in my life to be able to meet with 
Vyvo, a company that allows me to be involved in business 
with the world of cutting-edge technology. I am so excited to 
challenge myself constantly with new things.

JAPAN 

JAPAN 
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Ambassador Influencers

CHEN CHIUNG MIN
CHIANG CHI SHAN
Ambassador Influencers 
1 Star 

My spouse and I have been searching for opportunities 
throughout our lives. In 2019, we encountered the Vyvo plat-
form and have been following the vision and goals of its found-
er Fabio ever since. We’ve held onto perseverance, believing 
in the law of attraction. 

By associating with the right people and engaging in the right 
activities, we continuously share the benefits of a good business 
with those around us, enabling them to achieve both health 
and wealth. In doing so, we’ve also inadvertently accumulated 
our own blessings. Always trying harder as cosmic ordering is 
a type of positive thinking proposed, who believed that a per-
son could simply write down their wish list and wait for it to 
come true. Let’s work together with partners to achieve finan-
cial freedom!

CHIU HUA LI
Ambassador Influencer 
1 Star 

True fulfillment in life comes from a holistic balance and ease 
of body, mind, and spirit. Vyvo Group’s inPersona data  
collection NFT can help us achieve the goal.

Our health data stands at the forefront. Wearing devices to 
monitor health adds points to our health account every day. 
We are believers in VSC, sharing and embarking on missions 
for love. Today’s heartbeat is tomorrow’s income! Every day, 
deposits are made into our wealth account.

Love, abundance, and happiness are the core beliefs of our 
team. Thanks to the founder Fabio for leading the global change 
and my benefactors Jacky & Joan, who passed on this  
information to me.

TAIWAN

TAIWAN
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SHEN CHAO HUNG
KU YUNG HSIN
Ambassador Influencers  
1 Star 

We are grateful for the generosity of Fabio Galdi, who allows 
us to reach new heights in life! Making entrepreneurship 
simpler, igniting more passion in life, and illuminating the world 
with love are our missions.

We will continue to uphold values of passion, gratitude, and 
pursuit of excellence, empowering millions to reclaim  
ownership of their data, nurturing talents, creating miracles, 
and contributing to the world. It’s wonderful to have the VSC 
Foundation to make a positive impact for humanity together.

LIN YA LI
Ambassador Influencer  
1 Star 

I am very grateful for the inPersona platform, which allows me 
to monitor my body data at any time through wearables, 
manage my health well, and receive rewards in return! The 
borderless community development creates stable income, 
and now the community has expanded to more than 10 
countries. There is more money and time dedicated to this 
world, and being able to give is the happiest thing.

TAIWAN

TAIWAN
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Elite Influencers  
Demonstrating Exceptional Leadership

Vyvo’s Elite Influencers have established themselves as strong leaders and visionary,  
committed Members. Their guidance and support has helped many others pursue their  

goals as part of the Vyvo Generation. We are proud to partner with these Influencers!

Elite Infleuncers

Mitsuru Suzuki
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Mieko Kondo
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Shinji Tomita  
Harumi Aoki
Elite Influencers 2 Star

JAPAN 

Hiroshi Sugahara
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Lu I Hsiu
Chu Yu Cheng
Elite Influencers 2 Star

TAIWAN

Fumiko Nishida
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Akiko Tsunezumi
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Yoshiaki Matsuura 
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Masako Takada
Elite Influencer 3 Star

JAPAN 

Lin Yu Chien
Elite Influencer 3 Star

TAIWAN

Liu Su Yun
Elite Influencer 2 Star

TAIWAN

Ou Hui Ling
Elite Influencer 2 Star

TAIWAN
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Trinh Duy San 
Elite Influencer 2 Star

VIETNAM 

Mie Endoh
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Yu Chin Ling
Wang Yao Chung
Elite Influencers 2 Star

TAIWAN

Tsai Cheng Chang
Lu Pei Yu
Elite Influencers 2 Star

TAIWAN

Miho Noritake  
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Tsai Yu Hua
Tsai Chia Wei
Elite Influencers 2 Star

TAIWAN

Masami Yoshitomi
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Miwa Miwa
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Mutsuko Ikeda  
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Ryuichi Morihara
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Noboru Sato 
Mie Sato
Elite Influencers 1 Star

JAPAN 

Nobuhiko Yamamoto
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 
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Elite Infleuncers

Chiu Hsin Ta
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Hsieh Hsiu Hui
Hsu Chi Yuan
Elite Influencers 1 Star

TAIWAN

Chiu Tsui Yuan  
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Cho Chun I
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Chou Chin Lien
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Kuo Fang Wen 
Pan Pin Ju 
Elite Influencers 1 Star

TAIWAN

Huang Kai Kuei
Chu Shih Chi 
Elite Influencers 1 Star

TAIWAN

Chen Yun Wen
Yao Ting Jui  
Elite Influencers 1 Star

TAIWAN

Tamayo Yamashita 
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Sachiko Hirahara 
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Sachiko Ogawa  
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Yuko Yamada
Elite Influencer 1 Star

JAPAN 

Elite Influencers Continued…
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Parnradee Jakmunee
Elite Influencer 1 Star

THAILAND

Nguyen Duy Anh 
Elite Influencer 1 Star

VIETNAM 

Nguyen Anh Minh 
Elite Influencer 1 Star

VIETNAM 

Liu Ho Chung
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

See Yixiang
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Li Hsiu Chi
Chen Wen Chin
Elite Influencers 1 Star

TAIWAN

Yang Shao Yun 
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Tu Ya Li   
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Lin Yi Wen  
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Lin Teng Fu 
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN

Yu Tzu Jou  
Elite Influencer 1 Star

TAIWAN
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Reclaiming Your Digital Life

Reclaiming Your Digital Life 
Since 2019, Vyvo has been uniquely focused on tech-
nology and its impact on users in ways that make their 
life easier. More recently, this attention has narrowed to 
a more distinct view of data ownership — the radical idea 
(for some) that people should be able to control their 
data and, when they choose, benefit from it. This guiding 
principle now drives every innovation and service offered 
by the Vyvo Group.

Our approach challenges the conventional data economy, 
where tech behemoths profit immensely from user data 
without user consent or compensation. Platforms like 
Google, Facebook, X (formerly Twitter), and Instagram 
have built empires on the premise of so-called free  
services. In reality, users pay for these with their privacy 
and by giving up control of their personal data. In contrast, 

Vyvo aims to disrupt this model by empowering users to 
monetize their wellness data.

Empowerment Through Technology
The core of Vyvo’s philosophy is the empowerment of 
individuals through cutting-edge technology. Vyvo 
leverages blockchain to secure user data collected 
through wearable technology. This data collecting has 
expanded from devices made by Helo Health in the Vyvo 
Group to devices from Apple and others through the 
new Data NFT Stake. 

Unlike the opaque operations of digital giants, Vyvo 
ensures transparency and security, allowing users to 
share their data on their terms and receive tangible  
rewards in return.
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Protecting data ownership and privacy, and giving  
people a way to benefit from their data, are just two parts 
of the Vyvo story. Our platform is also all about giving 
users greater awareness of their health and wellness 
through analysis and reporting of their biodata. This 
knowledge puts users in control, enabling them to make 
better lifestyle choices

From Users to Partners: Sharing the Vyvo Vision
We invite everyone to join this paradigm shift towards 
data sovereignty! As more and more people participate 
in Vyvo’s ecosystem, they can not only take control of their 
digital lives, they can also contribute to a community that 
values privacy, empowerment, and wellness. 

In reality, then, what we offer is no mere product or a 

platform — it’s a movement that places users at the helm 
of the digital revolution.

A Future Where You Lead
We’re not content to accept the status quo or stand idle 
as technology advances. We will continue to innovate and 
enhance our movement and our offerings to meet the 
evolving needs of our community. As a part of Vyvo, you’re 
not merely using a service; you’re embracing a future 
where digital autonomy is a reality for all, and you’re helping 
to expand the benefits! 

Together, we are building a world where data doesn’t 
just create wealth for a few, but empowers millions of 
people all over the world. What a thrilling movement to 
be a part of!
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Convention Attendees Best Ranks

International Convention  
Attendees Best Ranks

The following list represents our esteemed Influencers who attended the International Taiwan Convention,  
along with the highest rank each individual achieved as of April 1st, 2024.

Ambassador  
Influencer  
5 Star

• Johnny Chia  
Samanther Ng

• Kazuya Maruyama  
Michihiro Kataoka

Ambassador  
Influencer  
4 Star

• Hirotaro Takahashi
• Susumu  Igarashi

Ambassador  
Influencer  
2 Star

• Makiko Soejima  
Akihiro Inoue

• Wang, Hung Ming  
Chen, Chia Ling 
⬆ Ambassador Influencer 1 Star

• Yoshie Komami
• Yukiko Tamura

Ambassador  
Influencer  
1 Star

• Chen  Chiung Min  
Chiang Chi Shan  
⬆ Elite Influencer 2 Star

• Chiho Yamashita
• Chiu Hua Li  
⬆ Elite Influencer 3 Star

• Le Hoan
• Lin  Ya Li 
⬆  Elite Influencer 1 Star

• Lin Yu Ti
• Shen Chao Hung  

Ku Yung Hsin  
⬆ Elite Influencer 2 Star

⬆ = Convention Date Rank
Please note: The ranks featured in this magazine are updated as of April 1st, 2024

Elite  
Influencer  
3 Star

• Fumiko  Nishida
• Hiroshi Sugahara
• Lin Yu Chien 
⬆ Premier Influencer 3 Star

• Masako  Takada
• Mieko Kondo
• Mitsuru Suzuki
• Yoshiaki  Matsuura

Elite  
Influencer  
2 Star

• Liu Su Yun
• Ou  Hui Ling
• Sayumi  Sekiguchi
• Shinji Tomita  

Harumi Aoki
• Trinh Duy San
• Tsai Yu Hua  

Tsai Chia Wei
• Yu Chin Ling  

Wang Yao Chung

Elite  
Influencer  
1 Star

• Akiko  Iwase
• Chen Yun Wen  

Yao Ting Jui 
⬆ Rising Influencer 3 Star

• Chiu Hsin Ta
• Cho Chun I 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• Hsieh Hsiu Hui  
Hsu Chi Yuan

• Kaori  Imai  
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• Kuo Fang Wen  
Pan Pin Ju

• Li Hsiu Chi  
Chen Wen Chin  
⬆ Premier Influencer 1 Star

• Lin, Yi Wen  
⬆ Premier Influencer 3 Star

• Liu Ho Chung
• Masami  Yoshitomi
• Miho  Noritake
• Miwa  Miwa
• Mutsuko Ikeda
• Nguyen Anh Minh  
⬆ Premier Influencer 3 Star

• Noboru Sato  
Mie Sato

• Nobuhiko  Yamamoto
• Parnradee  Jakmunee
• Ryuichi  Morihara
• Sachiko  Hirahara
• Sachiko  Ogawa
• Tamayo Yamashita
• Tu Ya Li
• Yang Shao Yun
• Yu Tzu Jou  
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• Yuko Koayama  
⬆ Premier Influencer 3 Star

• Yuko Yamada

Premier  
Influencer  
3 Star

• Bhuriphatara  Mankarnchoke
• Cher Kuan  Lin 
⬆ Premier Influencer 1 Star

• Chikako  Abe
• Chizu Miyaki
• Hitomi Tamoto
• Isao  Ukawa
• Koji Koyama
• Koonrasapron  Supakajonyos
• Kozue Nakamura
• Le Lan Anh 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• Mari  Katayama
• Megumi Ueno
• Minako Majikina
• Nagisa  Morishita
• Naoko Morikane
• Nobuaki Suzuki
• Reiko  Isaka

• Shizuyo Inami 
• Thiraphan Kaewpotha 
• Tong Hoai Thu
• Trinh Cong Nhat
• Yoko Hiramoto
• Yoshie  Kakizaki
• Yukiko  Fukano
• 俞佑  周
• 志宜  蔡
• 曉燕  侯 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• 淑美  鄭
• 湘畇  林 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• 翎雅  王
• 藝華  翁
• 連星  李 
⬆ Premier Influencer 1 Star

• 雪嚴  孫
• 靜如  林 
⬆ Premier Influencer 1 Star

Premier  
Influencer  
2 Star

• Aiko  Ooshima
• Akemi  Hachisu 
⬆ Rising Influencer 3 Star

• Etsuko  Goto
• Fumie Uchibori
• Haruhiro Okamoto
• Hirotoshi  Inokuchi
• Izumi  Nakatsuji
• Kimiko  Tomita
• Kiyoto Sugai
• Kuniaki  Muto
• Le Quoc Ke
• Luong Duy Thanh
• Masahiro  Yamaguchi
• Masako Nishimaetsu
• Matsui  Kazuyuki
• Misaki Sasaki
• Mizuho  Ukai
• Nguyen Huy Tung
• Nguyen Minh Hieu
• Nguyen Thi Que 
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⬆ = Convention Date Rank
Please note: The ranks featured in this magazine are updated as of April 1st, 2024

• Reiko  Higashijima  
Takuji Ogata 

• Than Pham Au Dong
• Tran Mai Phuong
• Yuri  Matsubara
• 凱勳  王
• 宏鈞  王
• 尾英  蘇
• 文俐  張
• 秀盆  周 
⬆ Premier Influencer 1 Star

• 秀美  陳
• 絹娟  胡 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• 美惠  林 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• 貴美  陳 
⬆ Premier Influencer 2 Star

• 郁婷  邱
• 采臻  辛 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• 金珠  周

Premier  
Influencer  
1 Star

• Akemi  Nobunaga
• Akiko  Fujita
• Chen Hsi  Liu
• Chieko Odate
• Chu Tung  Lin
• Do Hoai Son
• Do Hong Ly
• Dragon King  rebellious
• Hiroko  Honda
• Hiromi Ueda
• Huiching  Yang
• Huyen  Luu
• Irene  秀慧 
⬆ Rising Influencer 3 Star

• Isomi  Inada
• Kamolthip  LIpipun
• Kazuko  Mizuno
• Keiko  Ichiyanagi
• Le Tung Lam
• Masanori  Satou
• Mayumi  Ogawa
• Midori Aoki
• Mieko Hayakawa
• Nguyen Bao Thy
• Nguyen Tan Dung
• Nikom  Tami
• Phung Thi Thuy Dung
• Rina  Ishikawa
• Sawitree  Techasa
• Sonomi  Nakamura
• Tateru Takehana
• Tomoyo Horiuchi
• Tran Quynh 

• Wendy  Kho Choon Yen 
⬆ Rising Influencer 3 Star 

• Yoko Sakamoto
• Yoshihiro  Horiuchi
• 亞錡  林
• 佳玲  林
• 保朝  王 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• 偉  常
• 光國  陳
• 凱莉  甯
• 妙任  鄭
• 妙真  簡
• 妙逸  邱
• 宥溱  陳
• 家姍  張
• 寶芳  周
• 岳璋  謝
• 怡珊  賴
• 惠華  劉
• 旭豐  徐
• 桂芬  伍
• 淑鈴  林
• 照敏  張
• 碧霞  梁
• 秀雲  許
• 美妙  林
• 肇璧  蔡
• 芯瑩  龔
• 郁琇  翁
• 錦玉  郭 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

Rising  
Influencer  
3 Star

• Akiko  Toyomitsu
• Akiko Aoyama
• Bach Van Hieu
• Choi ai  Tan 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• Dang Van Lan
• Hieu  Nguyen
• Hiromi Kamata
• Hiroyuki Suzuki
• Kenji  Yoneda
• Kouta  Tanaka
• Machiko  Mizuki
• Tran Thi Song Thuy
• Vu Thi Hanh
• Yoshie  Komatsu
• Yoshimi  Kawamoto
• Yoshio Kurosu
• Yuji  Miyazaki
• Yuuko  Kitadai
• 乙茜  李
• 剛  齊藤
• 易蓮  呂 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• 月珠  許 
• 煥溢  黃 
• 玉琇  黃 
⬆ Rising Influencer 2 Star

• 玉美  李 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• 玉麗  郭
• 玲薰  曾
• 理臚  呂
• 麗芬  林

Rising  
Influencer  
2 Star

• Dao Van Quy
• Dinh Thi Hong
• Hiromi Kubo 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• Hiromi Nonogaki
• Junko  Fukuoka
• Kanako  Imazeki
• Kouji  Deguchi 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• Miwako  Yonamine
• Nghiem Hoang Gia
• Nguyen Thi Huyen Trang  

Tsai Yueh Han
• Nguyen Thu Huong
• Nguyen Tuan Anh
• Pham Thanh Tung
• Setsuko  Iso
• Takashi Inada
• Tran Tu Anh
• Yasuko  Sugai
• Yukihiro  Urasoko
• 婷翌  黃
• 家豪  張
• 岱玲  吳
• 民光  丁錢
• 淑儀  陳
• 玉蓮  陳 
⬆ Rising Influencer 1 Star

• 琦雁  黃

Rising  
Influencer  
1 Star

• Aika  Arakaki
• Airi Nakamoto
• Caiting  Zhang
• Cathy  Lin
• Cynthia  Hu
• Etsuko  Zushi
• Haruka  Kojima
• Hisayo Hidaka
• HO MING  LIU
• Kazuko  Nakamoto
• Kazuko  Saito

• Kiiko  Aoki 
• Kimie  Maeda 
• Kimiyo  Inoue
• Kiyomi  Murooka
• Machiko  Matsui
• Megumi  Nakahara
• Miwako  Harakawa
• Nguyen Thi Bich Ngoc
• Nobuko  Hibi
• Reiko Ito
• Rumiko  Shibagaki
• Sanae  Tashiro
• Shinichi  Komori
• Takako  Ishida
• Toshiharu  Yamada
• Toshiko  Ichitsubo
• Toshiko  Sekino
• Yoko  Fujikawa
• Yua  Kato
• Yumi Kuroiwa
• Yuusuke Wakamatsu
• 丞宏  張
• 佩琳  王
• 保朝  王
• 倢語  葉
• 坤香  張
• 婉莉  朱
• 嵐嵐  鍾
• 庭毓  饒
• 建驊  洪
• 慧玲  馬
• 慧真  曾
• 文凱  丁錢
• 春香  胡
• 智偉  李
• 月娥  鄭
• 榮興  湯
• 正邦  陳
• 清美  賴
• 澐絨  王
• 牛蛙錢多多  牛蛙
• 玲霞  廖
• 琇雅  莊
• 盈蓁  蘇
• 碧豔  潘郭
• 秀英  金趙
• 秀金  劉
• 翊函  陳
• 華越  秦
• 諾亞  林
• 邦  阿
• 郁婷  林
• 金  紫穎
• 金蓉  武
• 鈞如  蔡
• 雪飛  聶
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Elite  
Influencer  
3 Star

• Chuz Chuan  Ng
• Hiroshi Aizawa
• Kazuaki  Mizoguchi
• Kinuyo Matsuura
• Yoriko  Hamada 

Elite  
Influencer  
2 Star

• Jason  O’Toole
• Lu I Hsiu  

Chu Yu Cheng
• Peter  Webb
• Rumiko  Tanaka
• Takao  Yamazaki
• Tsai Cheng Chang  

Lu Pei Yu

Elite  
Influencer  
1 Star

• Chiu Tsui Yuan
• Chizuko  Ishida
• Chou Chin Lien
• Giap Chian  Tey
• Grahame J  Brown
• Huang Kai Kuei 

Chu Shih Chi 
• Lin Teng Fu 
• Masato  Kiyoshi
• Nguyen Van Thanh
• Noboru Sato
• Osami  Akiho
• See, Yixiang
• Takumi Sato
• Toshiko Tsuruta
• Truong Hong Phi 

Premier  
Influencer  
3 Star

• Akemi  Yoshikawa
• Akito  Yamakoshi
• Al  Keranen
• Asami  Sato
• Bui Hoang Hiep
• Chisaki Sato
• Chiungmei Yeh
• Do Thi Binh
• Emiko Osawa
• Ichiro Niwa
• Isao Harasawa
• Jungchien Hung  

Hui Min Peng
• Junko Mukai
• Kang  Li Jie
• Kayoko Takenouchi
• Kayoko Yano
• Kazuko Fuji
• Keiko  Uchimura
• Keiko Kato
• Le Thi Lan Chi
• Maki  Kutsuzawa
• Mako  Nakayama
• Makoto Shintoku  

Rumiko Shintoku
• Masaaki Yamaguchi
• Masako Shiizuka
• Masashi Suzuki
• Midori  Nakamura
• Midori  Yamaguchi
• Miyuki  Tomao
• Ng  Shih Jin
• Nguyen Thi Thanh Toan
• Nguyen Van Linh
• Peter  Bradford
• Pham Thi Cham
• Rh  Short
• Ritsuko Tsubota
• Sachiko  Mori
• Sadako Momoki
• Sanae Hayashi
• Sean  Davis
• Seiko Umehara
• Shao Fei  Chen

• Sharon Ku
• Stacy  Southward
• Thi Bui
• Tomomi Ito
• Tran Mai Phuong
• Tran Van Toan
• Yachiyo Yasuhara
• Yoshimi Morita
• Yukiko Yamazaki
• Yuri Kanna
• 海少  林
• 煒昀  許
• 熠明 林  

宜欣 林
• 玉萍  夏
• 珀  吳
• 競心  張
• 翠雲  陳
• 芷翎  張
• 蓮憶  吳
• 裕晨  黃
• 詠瀅  劉

Premier  
Influencer  
2 Star

• Assem  Alchikanova
• Bui Quang Trung
• Chieko  Hashimoto
• Chika Amano
• Chiung Yao Day
• Donna  Meyer
• Duong Nguyen
• Ethan  林
• Ghang Hung Kan
• Giap Turn  Tey
• Hidenori Ikeda
• Hiroko  Nagasaka
• Hitomi Hasejima  

Hiroko Hasejima
• Hitomi Tokimatsu
• Hui Ling Fu
• Jack  Wong
• John  Duncan
• Johnnetha  Chia Yun Jie
• Kayo  Ookubo
• Kazuki  Abe

Additional Influencers Best Ranks

 Additional Influencers 
Best Ranks

Highlighting Committed Influencers with Outstanding Results

• Kazumi Yoshida
• Kazunori  Ida
• Keiko Nishikawa
• larone  bonner
• Le Minh Tuan
• Le Thi Chinh
• Maki  Tomomitsu
• Maki Senaha
• Makiko  Kato
• Mary  Mathai
• Masahide  Kondo
• Masako  Takabayashi
• Masako Katayama
• Matsu Jyo
• Michiko  Matsuzono
• Naoaki Okada
• Nguyen Hoang Nhat
• Nguyen Ngoc Cong
• Nguyen Quang Trieu
• Noriko  Nakahara
• PeirYng  Tee
• Peter  Ohanyan
• Polin  Wu
• Reiko Fukuchi
• Sadao  Mori
• Seiko  Yashima
• Shih Chi  Chu
• Shinya  Hattori
• Shoko  Mihara
• Sutthipong  Srioon
• Takuya Miura
• Tan  Siew Lin
• Tazuko  Yonemura
• Thieu My Huong
• Tinnie  Yong
• Toshitsugu Muro
• Tran Mai Phuong
• Yoshiko  Kogiso
• Yoshiyuki  Hiraoka
• Yousuke Kozono
• Yuko  Miyara
• 乐  陶陶
• 宥靜  陳
• 希妍  張
• 慈  念
• 文仁  李
• 正直  鄭
• 玉萍  吳
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• 瑀臻  連
• 碧珠  劉  

武廷  柯
• 立宸  王
• 育妏  郭
• 芳如  林
• 蕙菁  楊
• 蘭花  湯
• 銘玲  王
• 銘珠  蔡
• 鎮宏  高

Premier  
Influencer  
1 Star

• Airi  Kubo
• Akiko  Odai
• Akira  Yoshizaki
• Bui My Phuong
• Bui Thi Kim Lien
• Chalanta  Subin
• Chikako Uema
• Chinawat  Noiwan
• Chiyomi  Oki
• Chris  Olech
• Christine  Kuo
• Cristin Pey See  Ang
• Dang Phuc Kien
• Dau Thi Mai
• Derek  Telles
• Duong Duy Linh
• Duong Thu Huyen
• Editha  Antolin
• Emiko  Otonagi
• Fumio Yoshizato
• George  Young
• Giap Chian  Tey
• Giap Leong  Tey
• Graham  Laurie
• Grahame J  Brown
• Guo Ping  Zhang
• Hatsuaki  Wada
• Helge  Normann
• Hideo Asahina
• Hiroaki  Tsuruda
• Hiroyuki Maeno
• Hisako Taniguchi
• Hitomi  Funami
• Hoang Van Tuan
• Ikuyo Tsukada
• Imai  Hironori
• James  Keranen
• Jinyi  Jeon
• Joan  陳 
• Jovin  Te Chye Lon
• Jui Chen  Tou Huang 
• Jun Rong  Wu
• Junko  Fujino

• Junko Hirai
• Kathleen  Metzler
• Kazuma  Daisaka
• Kazuo  Yamada
• Kazuyo  Takanami
• Keiko  Nakahata
• Kenji  Taniguchi
• Kentaro  Okami
• Kian Hock  Lee
• Kiiko  Ohba
• Kuang Hsing  Chang
• Kuniharu Mori
• Le Khac Tai
• Le Nguyen Kieu Trang
• Le Thi Hong Hoa
• Lee  Jacqueline
• Leo  Liao
• Li Jung  Hsiao
• Loh  Boon Kiat
• Luong Hong Nhung
• Mai Do Chi Cuong
• Mariko  Baba
• Masae  Ogiso
• Masako  Yamaki
• Masataka  Hirabayashi
• Masataka  Toyoda
• Masumi  Adachi
• Masumi  Nozoe
• Mayumi  Tamura
• Megumi Tsukasa
• Melissa  Goebel
• Michel  Hung
• Midori Iwakiri
• Mihoko  Hiyama
• Mihoko  Ishida
• Min  Peng
• Minako  Inoue
• Miyoko Maeda
• Mutsumi  Haruna 
• Naida  Giangrosso
• Namiji  Hibi
• Naoko  Asou
• Nariko Nagayama 
• Nguyen Dinh Thao
• Nguyen Duc Hai
• Nguyen Duc Vuong
• Nguyen Quang Nhi
• Nguyen Thi Hien
• Nguyen Thi Lien
• Nguyen Thị Thanh Hoa
• Nguyen Thu
• Nguyen Tien Dung
• Nguyen Van Thuy
• Nobuyuki Takazawa
• Nong Thi Huyen
• Noriko  Motoyama
• Pham Thi Mung
• Pham Thi Nga
• Pham Tien Nam

• Randy  Hartsuiker
• Reiko  Yoshihara
• Riuko  Yoshida
• Rory  Ricord
• Rukeyanmu  Tuohuti
• Ryousuke  Takagi
• Ryuya  Ootsuki
• Sachiko Nakamura
• Satomi  Yokoyama
• Saule  Yergimbayeva
• Setsuko  Matsumoto
• Shoko  Kobayashi
• Sisam  Kim
• Soon Yean  Cheah
• Suzuko  Syouka
• Tadahiko  Babazono
• Tadayo  Azuma
• Takeshi  Kanzaki
• Takeshi  Watanabe
• Takuya Nishida
• Tamiko  Abe
• Te  Pei Ying
• Tee  Sufang 
• Tomokiyo  Hino
• Tomoko  Ito
• Tomomi  Mitani
• Toshiki Imai
• Tran Thi Thu Luu
• Tsutomu  Mikami 
• Tsutomu  Sadahiro
• Vincent  Chen
• Vu Thi Kim Dung
• Vu Thi Thuy Linh
• Vu Van Linh
• Wey Kim  Lee
• Ya Chi  Chou
• Yoichi  Kono
• Yoko  Kurosawa
• Yonekazu  Tomita
• Yoshie Yamamoto
• Yoshiko  Oguri
• Yoshiko  Onishi
• Yoshikuni  Gondo
• Yoshino  Yuasa
• Yoshiyuki Fukuda
• Yukihiro  Yamada
• Yukiko  Asaoka
• Yukiko  Shibata
• Yumi  Kanashima
• Yutz  Wang
• Yuuichi  Nakahara
• 世豪  陳
• 世軒  陳
• 佩玲  陳
• 信宜  李
• 則彤  武
• 勻菲  張
• 又千  簡
• 合中  劉

• 嘉榛  吳
• 堃培  吳
• 堪布  赤列
• 奕佩  陳
• 姝伃  陳
• 孟德  洪
• 孫  文省 
• 少玲  張
• 峰岫  張
• 建華  陳
• 張  成柱
• 張  立緯
• 彥均  林
• 惠敏  許
• 戴同  周 
• 於臻  蔡
• 昌平  陳
• 映潔  朱
• 春霖  陳
• 晉嘉  劉
• 月霞  許
• 林  哲震
• 柔瑾  陳
• 森  李
• 永佑  李
• 沐伭  陳
• 沛玲  吳
• 淑華  古
• 淑蘭  王
• 淮玲  蔣
• 清朗  黃
• 漢漳  黃
• 珍麗  鄭
• 瑞強  李
• 益穩  江
• 碧惠  林
• 碧梅  劉
• 秀池  張陳
• 秀芬  劉
• 秀芳  林
• 紫吟  呂
• 綵希  曾
• 绣琦  李
• 美麗  劉
• 羽涵  鄧
• 芒  洪
• 芷霖  江
• 菁雅  歐
• 菊英  陳 
• 輕舟  楊
• 進福  吳
• 錦雲  陳
• 雨喬  吳
• 雯君  紀
• 韶圻  黃
• 麗美  梁林
• 麗雪  陳
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For everyone at the Vyvo 2023 International Convention 
in Taipei, the big moment was the reveal of NutraMatic™. 
This upcoming device — the next milestone on the 
NutraLife AI roadmap — will be a revolution in the  
supplement industry.

Before NutraMatic wowed the crowd, VSC CEO Fabio 
Galdi got everyone excited with big announcements of 
his own. These included:

• BioSense™ Lock, the first cold wallet smartband

• Data NFT Stake, allowing compatibility with other 
devices

• Vyvo Smart Chain selected for Web Summit’s 
Startup Growth Program

Past Event 
Spotlight 2023 
Vyvo International 
Convention

International Convention
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Following the day’s exciting reveals, we celebrated all 
Influencers on stage who advanced in ranks. Not only 
was this a joyous and thrilling way to recognize our 
achievers, it also provided powerful visual evidence of 
how many Influencers have made the most of everything 
this community offers.

View Album Convention Recap Video

Taiwan
November 11th, 2023
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Rising Influencers

Rising Influencers  
The Start of Something Meaningful

Rising Influencers are at the beginning of their beautiful journey with Vyvo. 
They’ve caught the vision of what is possible in our community and have taken 
the first steps toward their goals. We celebrate the commitment they’ve made 

to helping others also make valuable progress. 

There are so many Rising Influencers to celebrate, we invite you to visit our website for 
the full list! Scan the QR code to discover all the names of our inspiring Influencers.
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The Future Makers Council brings together corporate leadership, Vyvo  
Ambassador Influencers, and other top Influencers from around the globe.  
This Council is a forum for these visionaries to hear more about the bold,  
shared vision we are building, and how we can jointly leverage the SocialFi 
Web3 ecosystem to maximize what we can achieve together.

The Future Makers Council convenes twice a year for in-person meetings,  
supplemented by additional online gatherings. With an unwavering commitment 
to transparency and openness, the Future Makers Council, its distinguished 
Members, and invited community contributors collaborate to advance our 
global community and the broader industry, upholding the highest standards 
of integrity and professionalism.

Scan the QR code to learn 
how you can be part of the 

Future Makers Council.

Setting the Vision | The Future Makers Council 

Taiwan
November 10th, 2023

Future Makers Council
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The inception of Vyvo was clearly a moment of foresight, 
recognizing the untapped potential of individual health 
data. With the global shift towards blockchain and 
cryptocurrency, how does Vyvo leverage these tech-
nologies to transform lives not just technologically but 
also financially?

Our journey at Vyvo mirrors the broader transformative 
wave that blockchain and cryptocurrency have ushered in 
globally. Much like the revolutions sparked by the Internet 
and mobile technology, Vyvo seizes this moment to revo-
lutionize health data’s value and ownership. By introducing 
the world’s first Heartbeats-Powered Blockchain, we’re not 
only simplifying crypto mining through everyday activities 
but also redefining the ownership and value of health data. 
This shift empowers individuals by turning their heartbeats 
— an overlooked resource that everyone has — into cryp-
to earnings with Vyvo Smart Coin (VSC), establishing a 
new paradigm where users own and profit from their health 
data securely on the blockchain.

Reflecting on your journey, what were some pivotal 
lessons learned that have sculpted the ethos and culture 
of Vyvo today?

Resilience, innovation, and the importance of vision were 
the cornerstones laid during Vyvo’s formative years. These 
principles have galvanized us into a pioneering force with-
in the both the health tech and blockchain domains, un-
derpinning our mission to empower individuals with un-
paralleled control over their digital and physical well-being.

How has your rich Italian heritage and diverse global 
experiences influenced Vyvo’s identity and your lead-
ership style?

My Italian roots have imbued me with a zest for innovation 
and the audacity to challenge the status quo. This cultural 
heritage, combined with extensive global exposure — par-
ticularly in Asia — has broadened my perspectives on 
community and holistic well-being. These influences are 
now deeply woven into Vyvo’s DNA, propelling our com-
mitment to creating a universally accessible, decentralized 
health platform.

Interview: Fabio Galdi

A Tech Pioneer’s Journey  
Q&A with Fabio Galdi, CEO of VSC 
& President of Vyvo SocialFi
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Among Vyvo’s suite of innovations, the integration of 
wearable technology with blockchain stands out. Could 
you delve deeper into how Vyvo transforms everyday 
activities into opportunities for crypto mining and the 
broader impact of this on personal health management?

Certainly. Vyvo stands at the forefront of this revolution by 
transforming passive data collection into an active, reward-
ing process. Our approach — encapsulated in the simple 
mantra of ‘Connect, Wear, Earn’ — empowers individuals 
to mine crypto by merely going about their daily lives. By 
wearing a device, like the Vyvo Health Band or even an 
Apple Watch, and linking it to a Data NFT, individuals can 
mine VSC daily. This process not only democratizes earn-
ings from health data but also encourages a proactive 
stance towards health management, where every heart-
beat contributes to both physical well-being and financial 
prosperity.

Looking ahead, how do you envision the expansion of 
Vyvo’s product offerings and the overall user experi-
ence?

The future for Vyvo is boundless. In the next decade, I 
anticipate a seamless integration of health, financial au-
tonomy, and digital identity within our ecosystem. Vyvo is 
set to become the quintessential hub for digital engage-
ment, breaking new ground in how individuals interact with 
technology to manage their health, finances, and person-
al data — and placing personal benefit from that data at 
the forefront.

As Vyvo scales, how do you ensure the company’s 
culture and values align with your vision for global im-
pact?

Our strategy is rooted in fostering a culture of innovation, 
community, and shared success. We’re building a global 
movement where every member feels valued and moti-
vated to contribute to our collective mission, strengthening 
our foundation as we scale.

With Nutralife AI and Vyvo’s blockchain initiatives, 
you’re paving new paths in health and technology. How 
do these innovations reflect Vyvo’s mission to empow-
er individuals and transform the landscape of health 
data?

Both Nutralife AI and our blockchain initiatives are testament 
to Vyvo’s unwavering commitment to empowerment and 

transformation. Nutralife AI epitomizes our effort to tailor 
health solutions at an individual level, while our blockchain 
endeavors aim to secure and maintain the value of person-
al health data. By marrying these technologies, Vyvo as-
pires to create the largest decentralized and blockchain-se-
cured health platform, where contributions to our diverse 
big data not only enhance personal health but also play a 
pivotal role in future health research. This synergy under-
scores our mission, reflecting a future where technology 
not only serves but also rewards individuals.

What does “digital freedom” mean in the context of 
Vyvo, and how are you working towards achieving it?

Digital freedom, for us, means empowering individuals with 
full control over their personal data, ensuring their partici-
pation in the digital economy is secure, private, and ben-
eficial. Through Vyvo’s blockchain ecosystem, we’re 
making this concept a tangible reality for our users.

With Vyvo at the forefront of health data, fintech, and 
decentralization, what developments are you most 
excited about?

I’m exhilarated by the prospect of further dismantling bar-
riers to financial inclusion, expanding our global commu-
nity, and exploring novel technologies to deepen user 
empowerment. The journey ahead is rich with opportuni-
ties for innovation and impact.

As you envision Vyvo’s legacy, how do you see these 
technological advancements contributing to society 
and the digital landscape, especially considering the 
potential for financial empowerment and health inno-
vation?

Vyvo’s legacy, I believe, will be marked by a significant shift 
towards a more equitable and empowered digital ecosys-
tem. Through our technological advancements, we aim to 
redefine the narrative around health data, transitioning from 
a model where data is commodified without user benefit 
to one where individuals are at the helm, benefiting finan-
cially and through personalized wellness insights. This not 
only has the potential to foster a healthier society but also 
contributes to a wealthier future for individuals globally. As 
we continue to expand our ecosystem, the convergence 
of health innovation and financial empowerment will remain 
central to Vyvo’s mission, potentially setting a new standard 
for how technology interfaces with our lives.
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The inaugural Grand Gala event in January was all we could 
have hoped for … and more! 

Representing the premier recognition event from Vyvo, the 
Grand Gala brought together award finalists from Japan, 
Taiwan, and Vietnam in a luxurious setting — the JW  
Marriott Singapore South Beach. Ambassador Influencers 
attended as honored attendees, along with additional  
Vyvo Members from around the world and executives. 

Eleven Influencers took to the stage throughout the night 

to receive their awards, with the four courses of an  
exceptional dinner served in between award segments. 
Tadamasa Shimizu-san accepted the Top Country 
Achievement Award on behalf of Japan. 

It truly was a night for our Influencers 
to shine like stars! Keep reading to 
meet all of our award finalists. Scan 
the QR code and see how you can 
shine on stage next year.

A Grand Recognition Experience in Singapore

Grand Gala Awards
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Grand Gala Awards

Bui Hoang Hiep
 Vietnam

Tong Hoai Thu
 Vietnam

Tran Mai Phuong
 Vietnam

YOUNGEST 
EMERGING  

INFLUENCER  
AWARD

Top Finalist

NGHIEM  
HOANG GIA

 Vietnam

Insights into your journey that culminated in this 
achievement

The most important thing when you have determined your 
goals is that the environment is stronger than will (quote 
from my teacher). 

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

Find someone who has been very successful in leading 
you, who can accompany, coach, and motivate you 
continuously and have clear goals.

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

One team with global goals. Focus on developing each 
individual’s core values, creating a large community of 
self-development, thereby aiming for global business 
with Vyvo.

Notable Finalists
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SOCIAL  
ADVOCATOR 

AWARD

Insights into your journey that culminated in this 
achievement

It doesn’t matter if the product is good, the system is good, 
or the employees are good, it’s the fact that it can be 
implemented that matters! 

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

You don’t need to be special to accomplish amazing things, 
you just need to have a dream, believe in it, and work hard! 
Help more people see the future. The abundance of soul 
and wealth is as natural as breathing. 

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

Providing encrypted and protected health big data can 
help all mankind take a big step forward and give back to 
society to form a good cycle. We are Future Makers 
around the world!

Akemi Nobunaga
 Japan

Bui Hoang Hiep
 Vietnam

Yuko Miyara
 Japan

Top Finalist

LIN YI WEN
 Taiwan

Notable Finalists
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Grand Gala Awards

CONNECTOR 
AWARD

Insights into your journey that culminated in this 
achievement

Because there is love and responsibility! Love means 
seeing one’s own responsibility in the needs of others. 
There are too many friends who need the opportunity to 
gain health and wealth at the same time, but they still don’t 
believe it, haven’t seen it, and haven’t started yet. They 
have to communicate through their own efforts to have 
the opportunity.

Top Finalist

LIU HO CHUNG
 Taiwan

Liu Chen Hsi
 Taiwan

Chiu Tsui Yuan
 Taiwan

Hiromi Kamata
 Japan

Notable Finalists
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Top Finalist

MUTSUKO IKEDA
 Japan

VSC  
TOP MINING 
COMMUNITY 

AWARD

Insights into your journey that culminated in this 
achievement

Shortly after registering, I was convinced that this would 
be my first and last great accomplishment in my life, and 
as a way of giving back to the many people who have 
been involved with me, I gathered all the information I 
could and passed it on to everyone in the community. 

However, I continued to receive support and study  
sessions so that I would not fall down. It was three and a 
half years of such thoughts. I was nervous, motivated, and 
grateful to be involved in the Vyvo business, which was 
one of the first to implement Web3 and collaborates with 
various companies that are leading the world. Through 
this work, I have been able to support many people,  
develop myself as a person, and feel a great sense of 
accomplishment, and every day is filled with excitement. 

Yoshiaki Matsuura
 Japan

Notable Finalists

Tsai Yu Hua
 Taiwan
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Grand Gala Awards

Top Finalist

LIU HO CHUNG
 Taiwan

VSC  
TOP STAKING  
INFLUENCER 

AWARD

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

Believe what others have not yet believed, see what 
others have not seen, and do what others have not yet 
started to do. To be outstanding, you must first become 
a pioneer!

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

Get the number of people first, then chase the score, 
actively expand the community, use the resources 
of self-media to increase the introduction of Apple 
Watch users.

Liu Ho Ming
 Taiwan

Yen Ping Wen
 Taiwan

Notable Finalists
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NUTRALIFE  
COMMUNITY 

GROWTH  
AWARD

Insights into your journey that culminated in this 
achievement

Thanks to Teacher Granda for her teachings and correc-
tions along the way. You will see the results after leading 
your partners to grow together and work hard.

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

Always stand on the front line and never give up.

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

Lead more business owners to have freedom of wealth, 
body, soul, and follow the footsteps of successful people 
to copy successful solutions.

Top Finalist

OU HUI LING
 Taiwan

Yu Chin Ling
Wang Yao Chung

 Taiwan

Hu Chuan Chuan
 Taiwan

Hiroshi Sugahara
 Japan

Notable Finalists
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Grand Gala Awards

GLOBAL  
COMMUNITY 
 INFLUENCER 

AWARD

Mutsuko Ikeda
 Japan

Notable Finalists

Top Finalist

DO THI BINH
 Vietnam

Insights into your journey that culminated in this 
achievement

Leveraging Vyvo’s exclusive products, I spread the true 
value of the product to achieve success and excellent 
results. 

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

Relying on genuine results and a company with quality 
products, I share with the community to experience the 
product as I do and take action like I do. 

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

My team consistently executes to deliver excellent results, 
deserving of fantastic company vacations. I’m deeply 
grateful to the team, the company, and the company’s 
leadership for their tremendous support. 
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COMMUNITY 
GROWTH  

AWARD

Bui My Phuong
 Vietnam

Miho Noritake
 Japan

Notable Finalists

Top Finalist

MUTSUKO IKEDA
 Japan

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

First, I think speed is important ... being able to get accurate 
information as quickly as possible and conveying it to the 
community in an easy-to-understand manner. Second, I 
think it’s very important to participate in all company events.

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

I believe goal setting is the most important thing in any field. 
With the members who are now starting to form a new 
community for next year’s Prestige Club, we are holding 
Zoom training sessions for information, as well as monthly 
real training sessions. We hope to hold networking events 
of friends working towards the same goal. I would like to do 
my best to build a team that is fun and friendly, and support 
these positive and energetic young people, with the goal 
of recruiting 10 Premier Influencers a month.
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Grand Gala Awards

TOP COUNTRY 
ACHIEVEMENT 

AWARD

Lynn Yeh
 Taiwan

Le Hoan
 Vietnam

Notable Finalists

On behalf of all of us in Japan, I would like to thank everyone 
for this prestigious award as the Country VIP. I would also 
like to mention that all of my fellow Vyvo members,  
Ambassadors influencers, other influencers, and Vyvo staff 
in Japan are honoured to receive this award as the country’s 
top winners. I know this has been a turbulent year for Japan 
with many things happening. 

I believe that the Influencers who have been with us for a 
long time were confused in a way and anxious and did not 
know what to do, but I always encouraged them that we 
are here now because we believed in our leaders, VIPs, 
company, and most of all, believed in ourselves. 

I believe that the legend of Vyvo Group has just started. A 
lot of fun and excitement with Vyvo Influencers from all over 
the world is ahead of us! I would like to extend my sincere 
gratitude to the continued support of Vyvo Head Office. 
And last but not least, I would like to thank all the Vyvo group 
Influencers around the world for their support and help in 
making us the top country.

Top Finalist

TADAMASA
SHIMIZU

 Japan
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Notable Finalists

Insights on your journey to achieving this success

I am delighted to have the opportunity to be involved in 
such a fantastic business. I have always been dedicated, 
enthusiastic, and committed to my work because I know 
this project helps people become more proactive about 
their health, live healthier, and be more positive every 
day. I am grateful that Vyvo is constantly improving and 
upgrading its technology to make it even better.

Advice you’d share with individuals aspiring to similar 
success

Choose a job that you are passionate about, that allows 
you to contribute and help others and the community. And 
do it with all your enthusiasm, give it your all, continuously 
learn and upgrade your mindset, and take action. Surely, 
you will reach the goal you desire. And sometimes it will 
bring you even more wonderful things than you expected!

Tong Hoai Thu
 Vietnam

Tran Mai Phuong
 Vietnam

Your future plans and strategies for success this year

My plan is to enhance community awareness about health, improve the effectiveness 
of marketing strategies and advertising through various media channels. This will help 
me achieve sustainable development and success in the data-driven health market, 
earning from the heartbeat of life.

Nguyen Anh Minh 
 Vietnam

FASTEST 
EMERGING  

INFLUENCER  
AWARD

DIGITAL IMPACT 
AWARD

Notable Finalist
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Grand Gala Awards

Faith: Belief and faith, trust and confidence.

Hope: Looking forward to, vision, foresight.

Love: Because there is love and responsibility lead by 
example in everything, and be at the forefront in learning, 
doing, and teaching.

Summarize: Believe before others believe it. See what 
others haven’t seen yet. Do what others haven’t started 
yet. To be a pioneer, you must be outstanding!

Every activity and marketing decision of the company is 
great! I appreciate all the arrangements, and also sin-
cerely thank Jacky & Joan for their leadership.

As long as we follow every step closely, work closely 
with the community to learn and improve, and maintain 
resilience and resonance benefits, I believe that no 
matter how fast the changes are, the communities of all 
pioneers will be able to stabilize, grow, and prosper.

Let’s keep the passion alive together!

MENTOR OF THE 
YEAR AWARD

Notable Finalists

Liu Ho Chung
 Taiwan

Lin Yu Chien
 Taiwan

Scan to view all Grand Gala award categories

What was your motivation for this category?
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 Vietnamese Taiwanese Japanese English  Thai

Explore our latest video to see how Vyvo SocialFi is 
transforming data mining in the digital age. Watch now to 
learn how you can harness your digital engagement and 

benefit from the power of data mining with Vyvo. 

Share with your community to amplify the impact 
and drive the future of data-driven finance!

Explore the Future with
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Excellence Defined: The Prestige Club Experience!
As we recount the unforgettable Prestige Club event in 
Singapore, let’s first acknowledge the dedication and 
achievements of our qualifying Ambassador Influencers. 
Their hard work and commitment secured their partici-
pation in Vyvo’s most prestigious recognition, creating 
memories that will last a lifetime.

The first night began with a welcome reception at “Cé La 
Vi” on the rooftop of Marina Bay Sands. In addition to cock-
tails and canapés, the group enjoyed stunning city views.

After personal time on the second day, the afternoon 
featured a luxurious, magical island tour by yacht, capped 
by an on-board gourmet dinner in the evening. As the city 
lights shimmered on the water, a gentle sea breeze and 

the enchanting skyline of Singapore made for a truly  
relaxing and memorable experience for all.

The final night’s highlight was the Grand Gala, which Am-
bassador Influencers attended as honored guests. They 
were at the heart of the evening’s festivities, adding an 
extra touch of elegance and prestige to the occasion as 
they walked the stage to be recognized for their hard work.

The Prestige Club is undeniably exclusive, yet it remains 
accessible to every Influencer who 
reaches the rank of Ambassador Influ-
encer 1 Star. Set your goal to reach this 
rank and join us on the next Prestige 
Club luxury getaway!

Prestige Club
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Singapore
January 25th to 28th, 

2024
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In a world where our digital footprint grows larger by the 
day, Vyvo stands at the forefront of a revolutionary shift 
toward decentralization. This transformative approach 
offers a new paradigm that champions user empower-
ment, data security, and financial autonomy. Through 
Vyvo’s cutting-edge technologies and services, we’re not 
just participating in the decentralization movement — 
we’re leading it!

Understanding Decentralization with Vyvo
A decentralized system distributes control across indi-
vidual users. Vyvo embraces this concept, revolutionizing 
the management of our digital identities, finances, and 
wellness data. By leveraging blockchain technology, Vyvo 
ensures that you have sole ownership and control over 
your personal information, making your digital life not only 
more secure but also truly yours. 

Vyvo’s Decentralized Ecosystem
From our wearable devices to our dApp, each innovation 
is meticulously designed to afford you unparalleled con-
trol over your data. The wearables, for instance, do more 
than monitor your health; they empower you to own and 
monetize your health data securely, thanks to Vyvo’s 
proprietary blockchain technology. 

Our platforms allow you to benefit from your data. This 
shift not only enhances your privacy and security but also 
opens up new avenues for your financial independence.

The Benefits of Embracing Decentralization with 
Vyvo
Choosing Vyvo’s decentralized solutions offers several 
key advantages:

• Enhanced Security: Your data is safeguarded by 
blockchain technology.

• Privacy and Control: You have full control over the 
use and sharing of your data.

• User Empowerment: Vyvo places you at the center 
of your digital life, with opportunities to monetize your 
data and engage in our DeFi ecosystem.

• Future-Proofing: Stay ahead in the digital evolution, 
ready for future interactions.

Sharing Vyvo’s Decentralized Revolution
By embracing Vyvo’s ecosystem of products and ser-
vices, you’re taking a bold step toward securing your 
digital independence. It’s an opportunity to navigate the 
digital world on your terms. Plus, you have numerous ways 
to invite others to join this revolution and help them enjoy 
all the benefits of our community, where their digital 
identity, health, and finances are truly in their hands.

Decentralizing Your Digital Life with Vyvo 
A New Era of Empowerment and Security

Decentralizing Your Digital Life with Vyvo
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Once you have qualified with a minimum of 2,000 Lifestyle Points, you will receive an email 
inviting you to register. Ensure your registration is fully complete with all necessary details 
including your flight information and reservation number. This is crucial as it allows us to 
manage accommodations effectively and ensure everyone enjoys a seamless experience.

We can’t wait to see who will rise to the occasion and join us in Thailand. 

Discover the Magic of Koh Samui  
with Vyvo Lifestyle Holiday
As we continue to celebrate and inspire 
our Vyvo family, our next extraordinary 
Lifestyle Holiday destination takes us 
to the enchanting shores of Koh Samui, 
Thailand. This serene island, known 
for its pristine beaches, lush tropical 
gardens, and luxurious resorts, prom-
ises an unforgettable escape that 
combines relaxation with adventure.

A Journey to Paradise
Koh Samui is more than just a 
holiday destination; it’s a vibrant 

sanctuary where natural 
beauty meets serene 

luxury. Nestled in 

the Gulf of Thailand, the island is  
famous for its palm-fringed beaches, 
coconut groves, and dense, moun-
tainous rainforest. It is an ideal location 
for those who seek tranquillity and 
rejuvenation amidst nature’s finest 
backdrops. 

Qualification and Participation
Qualifying for this dream getaway  
involves dedication and excellence  
in your role as an Influencer. The cri-
teria set forth for this holiday are de-
signed to inspire peak performance 
and reward our top achievers. Here’s 
how you can join us in Koh Samui: 

How to Qualify
Accumulate a minimum of 2,000 Lifestyle Points within the qualification period.  

Your accumulated Lifestyle Points determine your exact reward. 

Flight Contributions: From Japan: USD 800 |  From Other Asian Countries: USD 500 |  
From Europe: USD 1,000 |  From United States: USD 1,200

Visit our website  
for more details

Accommodations  
for 2

NO flight  
contribution

2,000 2,000 
Lifestyle PointsLifestyle Points

Accommodations  
for 2

1 flight  
contribution

3,000 3,000 
Lifestyle PointsLifestyle Points

Accommodations  
for 2

2 flight  
contributions

4,000 4,000 
Lifestyle PointsLifestyle Points
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Getting involved with Vyvo and being part of the Vyvo 
Generation community opens the door to an exciting 
journey of discovery and rewards. There are many scenic 
routes and enriching destinations to explore.

No matter where the interests of your audience lie, there’s 
an entry path that will appeal to them and start them on 

a rewarding journey. Once they have embarked, they 
can experience the full breadth of what Vyvo 

and the Vyvo SocialFi Rewards Pro-
gram have to offer.

As you share Vyvo with others, keep in mind that, in the 
end, it doesn’t matter so much why someone gets involved 
with us, because once they’re in, they can benefit from 
every aspect! 

For example, their journey may initially be inspired by, 
metaphorically, the beautiful beach of Vyvo’s advanced 
wearables, but they’ll soon find even more to like in the 
cultural riches of our health data mining opportunities.

Or they may be enticed by the buried treasure of monetizing 
their data, and find much to love about the stunning 
mountain ranges of blockchain privacy protections.  

A User’s Journey

A User’s Journey
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At its core, Vyvo provides unique solutions to common 
problems faced today, and giving people those solutions 
is a key to growing your community. 

While the path people take to join us varies, the community 
experience they find is universally fulfilling. The primary 
Vyvo ecosystem entry points include:

• Seeking privacy and data control through the Vyvo 
Smart Chain blockchain.

• An interest in residual earning from your data through 
inPersona’s anonymous data sharing.

• Take part in data mining, with our simple Connect, 
Wear, and Earn Rewards Program.

• A desire for cutting-edge wearables focused on 
total wellness.

In sharing Vyvo’s story and ecosystem, meet people where 
their interests lie. But also be confident there’s a rewarding 
journey ahead no matter where they start — a journey filled 
with discovery, growth and limitless potential rewards. 
Remember, as you continue to share the Vyvo story, you 
have numerous entry points you can emphasize. 
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Demystifying Tech  
The TechItEasy Way

Ready to Learn? 
Scan this QR code and dive into our 
TechItEasy video series!

Hey, Future Makers! Antonio Pagano here. I’m super excited to bring my 
tech-demystifying magic to the pages of vLife Magazine.

As many of you know, I host the TechItEasy YouTube channel with my pal 
vGenius. For nearly a year, we’ve been explaining complex tech topics in 
bite-sized, engaging videos. Now, we’re ready to bring our fun, simplified 
tech approach to print!

Contributing tech articles to vLife’s issue one represents the perfect blend 
of analog and digital that I love. Print magazines with a crisp, tactile feel 
fused with cutting-edge topics like AI, crypto, the metaverse, NFTs, and 
more. An “old school” medium converging with new innovations — talk 
about an interesting contradiction!

In our upcoming videos and magazine articles, you can expect the 
same practical, humorous style that’s the core of TechItEasy. We’ll 
keep unravelling the latest advancements, from how blockchain 
really works to the truths about Web3 and beyond. All so you can 
grasp and use these emerging technologies in your life. And, of 

course, vGenius will lend his wisdom along the way! As he always 
says, “The future doesn’t have to be confusing.”

Thank you for your continued support as we expand TechItEasy from 
screen to page and back. I love making technology understandable for 
an amazing community like vGeneration. Please email me at vgeniusai@
vgenglobal.com with any topics you want to be covered — the more 
specific, the better!

The future gets more exciting when you can understand it. So let us explain 
it in ways that make you go, “aha!” Tech revolution, here we come!

See you in Koh Samui, Future Makers!

Ciao for now,

Antonio Pagano 
Antonio Pagano 
TechItEasy Host

TechItEasy
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At Vyvo, recognizing our Influencers for their phenomenal 
accomplishments is central to our mission. Below are 
Vyvo Generation’s recognition ranks to honor our talented  
Influencers who make this community so impactful.

These ranks allow us to highlight top Influencers creating 
change. From Rising Influencers sharing our mission to 
veteran Ambassador Influencers reaching record heights, 
your work powers our global movement.

Ambassador Influencers have reached the uppermost 
echelon as they exemplify the boundless potential of  
determined individuals united by a common purpose.

To all our Rising Influencers taking their first steps, to 
the Premier Influencers expanding horizons, to the Elite  
Influencers taking us higher,  you inspire us every day.  And 
to our distinguished Ambassador Influencers guiding the 
way forward, your monumental success makes all things 
seem possible! 

Stay tuned for more initiatives recognizing how each  
Influencer brightens our community, because you are the 
dreamers and the doers who transform our aspirations 
into reality!

You dared to think big, and we are privileged to share this 
rewarding journey with you. 

Recognizing Remarkable Achievements 

Rising  
Influencer

1 Star - 1,000 Production 
2 Star - 10,000 Production  
3 Star - 20,000 Production

Premier  
Influencer

1 Star - 30,000 Production 
2 Star - 60,000 Production 

3 Star - 100,000 Production

Elite  
Influencer

1 Star - 200,000 Production  
2 Star - 400,000 Production 
3 Star - 600,000 Production

Ambassador 
Influencer

1 Star - 1,000,000 Production  
2 Star - 2,000,000 Production 
3 Star - 3,000,000 Production 
4 Star - 4,000,000 Production  
5 Star - 5,000,000 Production

Recognizing Impact Through Vyvo SocialFi

Our Community Award recognizes Influencers’ production 
achievements within the SocialFi program, based on four 
consecutive epochs.

This exciting initiative further highlights our standout  
Influencers across all levels.

As Influencers achieve new SocialFi production milestones, 
they will be awarded the corresponding recognition rank 
and stars. 

This gives us another opportunity to celebrate the remark-
able contributors who continue growing our community 
every day. From rising newcomers to leading Future Makers, 
your SocialFi activity accelerates our collective impact.

The SocialFi Award is the latest initiative in our expanded 
recognition program because highlighting Influencer 
achievements across all platforms is fundamental to  
our mission. 

Congratulations to everyone receiving their first SocialFi star; this is just the beginning!  
Let’s continue reaching for new heights together.

1 Star, 2 Star, 3 Star  
For those laying the 

foundation and building  
their connections.

1 Star, 2 Star, 3 Star 

For established data miners 
with growing communities.

1 Star, 2 Star, 3 Star 

For veteran  
Influencers driving 

exponential expansion.

1 Star, 2 Star, 3 Star,  
4 Star, 5 Star

For the ultimate  
Influencers spearheading 

unprecedented growth.

Remarkable Achievements
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Coming Up…
In Our Next Issue

Issue #2 will be distributed at the 2024 Vyvo International Convention,  
full of rich content about our outstanding Influencers, the spring Premier Workshops,  

the 2024 Lifestyle Holiday, and the latest exciting news about the vEcosystem!  
The convention destination is to be announced in June!

You don’t want to miss it … you might be in it!

Issue #2 



You have until Monday, June 3, to qualify.

Visit the video for 
more details

#vyvosocialfi  #vLIFEMag  #FutureMakers

Thailand is Calling You!
June 25th to 30th, 2024

Embark on a Summer Adventure  
with fellow Future Makers

This June, Vyvo is taking qualified Influencers to Koh Samui  
— a stunning island off the eastern coast of Thailand.


